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          Build endurance and stamina with the SF-B2715 Zephyr Air Bike by Sunny Strength. Air resistance technology creates higher resistance making this workout machine low impact yet, completely intense. Achieve a full body workout when utilizing the arm resistance handlebars while cycling. Track all of your fitness results on the digital monitor. Experience superior comfort on the Zephyr Bike with features which include: padded seating, adjustable seat and pedals, and rubber foam handles. The bike measures at a convenient 44L X 24W X 45H (inches). Achieve an incredible workout on The Zephyr Air Bike: the bike built to take punishment.
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              PERFORMANCE MONITOR 

               The monitor tracks time, speed, rpm, distance and calories burned to give you an accurate reading of your progress. Place a mobile device on the tablet holder and follow along your favorite fitness videos. 
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              DEVICE HOLDER  

               Prop up your smart device on the holder to watch movies, workout videos or play your favorite music while you ride.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: DYNAMIC RESISTANCE | Dynamic resistance is solely based on the users fitness level and desired intensity. The 18” fan design reacts to the amount of speed and force applied so your workout can remain challenging and effective throughout your fitness journey.]
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              	Dynamic resistance is solely based on the users fitness level and desired intensity. The 18” fan design reacts to the amount of speed and force applied so your workout can remain challenging and effective throughout your fitness journey.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: DUAL BELT & CHAIN DRIVE MECHANISM | The Zephyr bike is constructed with both a chain and belt drive system. Fan wheel creates resistance through the belt-drive system which while the pedals are connected to the chain drive system giving you the feeling of an outdoor bike. ]


            
            

              DUAL BELT & CHAIN DRIVE MECHANISM 

               The Zephyr bike is constructed with both a chain and belt drive system. Fan wheel creates resistance through the belt-drive system which while the pedals are connected to the chain drive system giving you the feeling of an outdoor bike. 

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: WIDE PADDED SADDLE | Extra padding on the wide padded saddle is designed to support you during long rides. The wide seat is adjustable in height to ensure you fit the pedals comfortably. Inseam: Min 21.5 in /Max 33.5 in.]


            
            

              WIDE PADDED SADDLE 

               Extra padding on the wide padded saddle is designed to support you during long rides. The wide seat is adjustable in height to ensure you fit the pedals comfortably. Inseam: Min 21.5 in /Max 33.5 in.

              
            

            

            
          
        

      
      
             
        
          

            [image: TRANSPORTATION WHEELS | Making the transformation of your home into your own personal fitness studio is effortless with these convenient transport wheels! Simply tilt and roll out for use or away for storage. ..no need for heavy lifting or muscle strain. ]


            
            

              TRANSPORTATION WHEELS 

              	Making the transformation of your home into your own personal fitness studio is effortless with these convenient transport wheels! Simply tilt and roll out for use or away for storage. ..no need for heavy lifting or muscle strain. 
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              NON-SLIP PEDAL W/ ADJUSTABLE STRAP 

               Gripped pedals help you maintain balance and grip as you pedal for a long duration. Easily adjust self leveling pedals to foot size for a custom fit.
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              "Awesome bike! I did my research on other bikes and I went for it. Runs smooth, quiet and display monitor works good. The handles are adjustable. It is a great bike for the price. Big steal."

              
Gerardo N., Sunny Customer
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              "Easiest assembly of this type machine I've seen. Fits my 6'1'' 190 pound frame nicely at maximum seat height. Smooth working, nice regulated resistance for consistent workouts. I don't place much trust in electronic meter metabolic reads, but the timer function plus my own practiced speed/rhythm work together to give good workouts. Would buy it again."

              
R.E., Sunny Customer
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